Powered by WaveTek™

WATER MOTION TECHNOLOGY CREATES REALISTIC AQUATIC
DISPLAYS AND SEA LIFE EXHIBITS
ADG’s water motion consultants assist owners and designers in bringing their
aquatic displays to life. From waves crashing on a rocky shoreline in penguin
habitats, to gentle, continuous movement in kelp and sea life exhibits, ADG’s wave
generation and water motion technology systems can create a realistic aquatic
environment in virtually any setting.

SMART SOLUTIONS FOR REAL SUCCESS.

WAVE APPLICATIONS
SEA WORLD
ORLANDO, FL

ADG supplied and designed three
exhibits with WaveTekTM technology
for Sea World, including a realistically
depicted Maine seacoast with
ocean swells lapping onto a rocky
coastline for the front gate display.
Two animal exhibits were configured
with speciality wave applications to
simulate natural ocean environments.
Exhibits Include:
• Pinniped Exhibit
• Key West Dolphin
• Front Gate Entry

GEORGIA AQUARIUM
ATLANTA, GA

ADG worked with the Georgia Aquarium to deisgn
multiple exhibits, two of which featured total water
movement systems.
Exhibits Include:
• Original Sea Lion Exhibit
• Kelp Forest
• Overhead River (Cold Water Gallery)
• Dump & Current System for Tropical Diver
coral exhibit

“ADG BROUGHT OUR AQUARIUM
TO LIFE WITH THEIR REALISTIC
“OCEAN-FEEL” WAVES. THE EXHIBITS
MIMIC THE NATURAL HABITAT OF THE
ANIMALS, GIVING GUESTS THE EXACT
EXPERIENCE WE SOUGHT TO CREATE.”
-MICHAEL LEWIS
GEORGIA AQUARIUM

SHEDD AQUARIUM
CHICAGO, IL

ADG Wave Generation professionals utilized their
expertise to design and supply equipment for four
specialty wave applications at Shedd.
Exhibits Include:
• (2) Systems in Philippines Gallery Expansion
• Coral Habitat for Current Generation
• Crash Tank, with Random Timing for
unanticipated wave action
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THE LEADER IN WAVE GENERATION
TECHNOLOGY. When you work with ADG,
you are working with the undisputed leader
in wave generation technology for more than
50 years. ADG’s InDepth™ approach means
our team is dedicated to helping you create
the perfect aquatic exhibit that works for your
facility. ADG’s water motion consultants assist
owners and designers in bringing their aquatic
displays to life. From waves crashing on a rocky
shoreline to gentle, continuous movement in
kelp and sea life exhibits, ADG’s wave systems
create realistic aquatic environments virtually
anywhere.

EXPERIENCE LIKE NO OTHER. Making
your vision a reality and getting it right from the
start, from conceptual renderings and planning
to innovative product design and construction
services, inspires the dedicated team at ADG.
We are committed to delivering smart, bottomline strengthening products and solutions.
No other company has the ability to offer the
flexibility on project fulfillment and followthrough, from concept to completion, like ADG.

DISCOVER THE ADG ADVANTAGE
Find out why more clients have relied on ADG’s WaveTekTM
Wave Generation technology than any other system in the world.
www.aquaticgroup.com/waves
1.518.783.0038
13 Green Mountain Drive
Cohoes, NY 12047

